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Get over 70 FREE plugin instruments and effects…

…with the latest issue of Computer Music magazine


 More Info 
















[image: We sit down with Jacob Penn, Ben Wyss and Nathan Wexler of Minimal Audio to hear more about the development of their latest soft synth and content platform, Current]





Minimal Audio: "One of the best things about the music technology industry is that it’s one of the only places left where indie people can make something special that means something"
We sit down with Jacob Penn, Ben Wyss and Nathan Wexler of Minimal Audio to hear more about the development of their latest soft synth and content platform, Current
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How to use Linux in the studio and why it could change the way you make music
Wound up with Windows? Not too ’appy with Apple? An alternative exists, and it promises to be a potential paradise for all things music production. Let’s investigate…










[image: Hailed by the likes of Fred again.. and Disclosure, SILK’s emotive hybrid of tech house and pop merges melodic songcraft with irresistible, club-ready beats]





“My idea was to merge The 1975 and Skrillex and make something between those two worlds”: SILK on the phenomenal success of his viral hit single Quiver
Hailed by the likes of Fred again.. and Disclosure, SILK’s emotive hybrid of tech house and pop merges melodic songcraft with irresistible, club-ready beats
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Universal Audio launches Verve Analog Machines saturation effects, and makes the 'Essentials' version free until the end of April 



By

Andy Jones 

published 4 April 24




That's a freebie worth $99, if you act quick…
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"If I'm taking high-end off my vocals, I like Soundtoys FilterFreak": Taylor Swift producer Jack Antonoff reveals his top 10 vocal plugins and recording techniques



By

Andy Jones 

published 4 April 24




But even with those plugins, you might not be as successful as him…
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At last! Behringer ships the MS-5, a "faithful reproduction" of the Roland SH-5



By

Andy Jones 

published 4 April 24




The long-promised synth is in the shops and yours for just $599
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Orbital on recording The Green Album: "We didn’t have multi-tracking equipment, so we’d get everything working and just run it out live. Any manipulation or synth magic would happen as it was going down - if you didn’t like it, you’d do it again"



By

Future Music 

published 4 April 24




Phil and Paul Hartnoll talk us through the debut album that started it all, track by track
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How to use FM and oscillator sync to bring synth bass to life



By

Future Music 

published 4 April 24




Spice up your bass sounds with this classic technique
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Roland updates its SP-404 sampler "in celebration of 404 Day" (and to v4.04, before you ask)



By

Andy Jones 

published 3 April 24




The update brings enhanced looping, multitrack output, Koala Sampler integration and a 15-waveform sound generator to the popular sampler
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"I've turned to the natural world for inspiration": Meet the producer and sound artist making music from mushrooms



By

Jim Ottewill 

published 3 April 24




Brian D'Souza reveals how he uses biosonification to transform signals from mushrooms and other living organisms into experimental electronic music
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"Now small home studio setups, or artists on the road can access the famed 1073 sound": Neve announces the "world’s first genuine" 1073 interface 



By

Andy Jones 

published 3 April 24




The 1073SPX-D combines the legendary 1073 preamp with a USB and ADAT interface for the first time ever
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Song Athletics drops Sloppy Drums sample pack inspired by J Dilla and Madlib: "Beautifully captured and behind (and before) the beat in all the right ways"



By

Matt Mullen 

published 3 April 24




The next sample pack from ex-Spitfire CEO Will Evans' new company is made up of loose and limber drum patterns fit for use in hip-hop and neo-soul
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"This assault on human creativity must be stopped": Pearl Jam, Stevie Wonder, Billie Eilish and 200 more artists call for protections against threat of AI



By

Matt Mullen 

published 3 April 24




"We must protect against the predatory use of AI to steal professional artists' voices and likenesses, violate creators' rights, and destroy the music ecosystem," reads an open letter from the Artist Rights Alliance
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5 techniques for creative reverb manipulation: "Use your imagination to think about new ways that a reverb could be shifted and warped, and then explore different methods for realising that effect"



By

Stuart Adams 

published 3 April 24




Delving into the more complex attributes of deeper reverb manipulation
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How does reverb actually work?: "Reverb gives us a mainline into our audience’s subconscious, allowing us to influence their aural experience at a subliminal level"



By

Stuart Adams 

published 3 April 24




Reverb has been relied on for its evocative sonic character ever since the first homo sapien warbled expletives into a dark cave. The transformative power of space remains a vital mix ingredient...
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Spectral Plugins makes three of its plugins free to download as it closes its doors: "It has been an honour serving you"



By

Andy Jones 

published 3 April 24




The company's three plugins worth $210 are now free in exchange for your email address
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"You were the glue that held the band together": Ultravox bass player and Vienna co-writer Chris Cross dies aged 71



By

Andy Jones 

last updated 2 April 24




Chris played bass and co-wrote many hits in various lineups of the band stretching back 50 years
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"Beyond studio and recording use, it’s a blast to plug into and play, which surely is a triumph in itself": Neural DSP Archetype Mesa Boogie Mark IIC+ Suite review



By

Alex Lynham 

published 2 April 24


	£119
	€119
	$99




One of the most famous studio amps of all time, now in digital form
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The story of the Resynator, the long-lost '70s synth beloved by Peter Gabriel and Butch Vig: "Most synthesizers I encounter are more like domesticated animals, but here was this thing, like a wolverine"



By

Chris Cartledge 

published 2 April 24




Miles ahead of its time upon release, this instrument-controlled, pitch-tracking synth is the subject of a new documentary directed by inventor and synth pioneer Don Tavel's daughter
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"Its impact on music will continue to resonate for decades to come": Sequential to discontinue the Prophet X due to component shortages



By

Andy Jones 

published 2 April 24




'X' marks the stop of this fantastic Sequential hybrid synth…
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"He knows very little about an awful lot, but it’s how he applies that knowledge - and it’s down to confidence, too": How Brian Eno became music's ultimate renaissance man



By

Andy Jones 

published 2 April 24




Producer, collaborator, hard-to-use synth champion, ambient maestro, app developer and chancer Brian Eno is certainly a pioneer, but of what? Well, how about everything?
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"I come from the old-school, the analogue tape and mixing desk-era - but with software, you have so much potential for playing around": The Orb spin-off Sedibus on new project SETI, manipulating samples and the evolution of technology




By

Andy Price 

published 2 April 24




Detaching from The Orb mothership, Sedibus is the latest project of core figurehead Alex Paterson, accompanied by former Orb-member and key creative collaborator Andy Falconer
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“A unique world of realism, which in piano terms makes this a Holy Grail”: Synthogy Ivory 3 German D review



By

Roland Schmidt 

published 31 March 24


	€299
	$279




One of the most highly regarded piano libraries around gets an update. Does it strike a chord?
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Get the MusicRadar Newsletter
Want all the hottest music and gear news, reviews, deals, features and more, direct to your inbox? Sign up here. 
Contact me with news and offers from other Future brandsReceive email from us on behalf of our trusted partners or sponsors
By submitting your information you agree to the Terms & Conditions and Privacy Policy and are aged 16 or over.
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	[image: Richie Sambora and Jon Bon Jovi during Bon Jovi in Concert - File Photo's - Circa 198]


1
"I’m telling you, I have a hit record here. I’m going to tour the world for the longest time and if you don’t give this to me, I have another company that will!”: Triple-neck guitars, modern-day cowboys and the story of Bon Jovi's Wanted Dead Or Alive 



	2
The 22 essential beginner, blues and folk guitar chords every guitarist should learn 



	3
"He knows very little about an awful lot, but it’s how he applies that knowledge - and it’s down to confidence, too": How Brian Eno became music's ultimate renaissance man



	4
 "AC/DC made 50 albums, but all their albums were the same. It wasn’t the way the Who worked. We were an ideas band": Pete Townshend admits he doesn't enjoy playing live with the band much anymore but still wants to release new music  



	5
"Epiphone’s premium recreations of some of the most popular and iconic guitar designs of all time": The 7 new Inspired By Gibson Custom Shop models are a guitar tour-de-force – including Les Paul '59 and Custom models 
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1
Spectral Plugins makes three of its plugins free to download as it closes its doors: "It has been an honour serving you"



	2
"CBS dumped us and we couldn’t get the record out for ages": Jeff Hanneman and Kerry King on the making of Slayer's Angel Of Death – and the fallout that followed  



	3
How does reverb actually work?: "Reverb gives us a mainline into our audience’s subconscious, allowing us to influence their aural experience at a subliminal level"



	4
"Now small home studio setups, or artists on the road can access the famed 1073 sound": Neve announces the "world’s first genuine" 1073 interface 



	5
Own a piece of Rolling Stones history as a Keith Richards stage-played 1972 Fender Telecaster Custom goes up for auction 
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